12v fuse box wiring

On the CBF this light is connected by some bullet connectors behind the rear right hand fairing
panel. I opted to strip back the insulation and solder on a feed, rather than using a Scotch lock
which have a reputation of failing. The final join was covered in heat shrink wrap and
waterproofed with amalgamating tape. The relay is essential a switch which is turned on or off
when it receives a live feed. You just need a standard 12V automotive relay with 4 or 5 pins only
4 will be used , usually just a couple of quid on eBay. I had no handy ground bolt nearby, so
brought over one from the battery adjacent, to this each gadget and the relay was attached
black and blue wires in above photo. In use the setup works a treat, cutting the power to all
gadgets when the ignition is turned off. Wiring is not super difficult, just needs some care and
patience. The hardest part was soldering the splice into the number plate light live. Your email
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Gadgets. Seasoned London commuter, doing my best to stay rubber side down and never stop
moving forward. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Sign-up
now for news and updates! By: Author Nate Yarbrough. Me either. This blog post is going to
teach you how to install 12v lights and switches in your DIY Camper. Quick note before we get
started. Also, we have interactive solar wiring diagrams that are a complete, A to Z solution for
teaching you exactly what parts go where, what size wires to use, fuse size recommendations,
wire lug sizes, and all kind of other stuff to help save you time and frustration. Although it is,
indeed, possible to wire the lights directly to the positive and negative battery terminals,
installing a complete electrical system into a DIY camper is going to involve moving the branch
circuits Lights, fans , USB outlets, etc away from the battery bank. The following diagram
highlights the path from which the 12V power distribution panel draws power from the battery
bank. From the Lynx Distributor, power goes up the positive and negative wires to the DC side
of the power distribution center where there are 15 different circuits ready to send power out
through a positive and negative wire to each of the individual 12V branch circuits lights, fans ,
usb outlets, etc. This was a very quick overview of how to wire a power distribution panel.
Wiring a 12V light from a 12V battery bank through a 12V fuse block is pretty straightforward. All
that is required is to:. Generally, multiple lights turning on at the same time is desired.
Following the same steps as before, but add the following:. This section is going to cover lights
that turn on and off from a single location. We will cover 2 way light switches that can control
lights from multiple locations later in this post. This is the most basic switch. It simply has an
on an off position. There are three terminals on the back:. The LED Light on the switch is quite
bright and if these switches are located in the same location you are sleeping in, they are very
annoying. Notice that in this diagram the negative terminal of the switch is NOT connected
which means the little led light in the switch will NOT be active. Wiring multiple 12V lights to a
12V switch is just as simple as connecting the positives to positives and negatives to negatives
and installing a SPST switch between the fuse box and the string of lights. The switch MUST be
between the fuse box and the lights. This would allow you to have the switches either in the
same locations, or two seperate locations to control the multiple zones. Remember, though, this
is showing one switch controlling one zone of lights. Here is how that would look:. The purpose
of a 2 way switch is so that you can have a switch by your entry-way and another by, say, your
bed so you can operate the same set of lights from two different locations. The diagram below
shows how to hook 2 way switches together and how to connect them to a string of lights. From
there, the center terminal sends power to the lights depending on the orientation of the
switches. Hopefully, you now know how to wire 12v lights and switches into your DIY Camper. If
you have any questions, leave them in the comments below and subscribe for future updates.
Remember, this is just one part of a full camper van electrical educational series. Sign up to our
newsletter! I did have one question: Would you have to use a low-side dimmer switch 4 wires or
would a high-side dimmer 3 wires achieve the same effect, simply by running the positive first
to the dimmer, then switch, then accessory lights? Say, using wire push-connectors? This has
been so helpful. Thank you. I was hoping to have at least 1 dimmer switch in my van. How does
this change the wiring, if at all? Can you wire two dimmer switches to the same zone of lights.
That might be a really silly question. I'm about as lay-person as it gets. Basically, you can't have
2 dimmers controlling the same zone of lights. If you are trying to make a dimmable light circuit
on a 2 way switch, you would wire it as shown in this blog post but insert a dimmer before the
first switch. Hi there, your diagrams and posts are extremely helpful and I thank you for the info.
My question is the 12V puck lights have 22awg wires and I have the 12awg duplex wire from the
list but how do you and can you connect the 2 different sizes to run them in series like you

describe? Maybe I just missed how it explained or just not quite understanding any help would
this would be greatly appreciated. I am looking to add a separate led 12v strip 1m to an existing
1. I have connected the new led to a cig lighter connection and it works fine. SO helpful,
thankyou! Do you have diagrams for people who arent installing solar? Its not intuitive for me
which wires and which equipment to eliminate. I've read every one of your posts several times,
and even created a spread sheet of definitions and step by step procedures, but often youre
explaining something basic like wiring a light switch in the context of solar and I just dont know
how to make sense of it! I don't have any diagrams that don't have solar BUT Click Here. Click
here to cancel reply. Shay Friday 12th of February Hey Nate, Thanks so much for this guide! So
helpful. Thanks for any help you can provide! Kara Sunday 17th of January Nate Yarbrough
Monday 18th of January James Friday 1st of January Nate Yarbrough Monday 4th of January
Alan foster Wednesday 16th of December Hi Really struggling with something i thought would
be simple I am looking to add a separate led 12v strip 1m to an existing 1. Am i missing
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December Emily Thursday 10th of December Nate Yarbrough Thursday 10th of December
Search for:. View Product. By: Author Nate Yarbrough. Quick note before we get started. Also,
we have interactive solar wiring diagrams that are a complete, A to Z solution for teaching you
exactly what parts go where, what size wires to use, fuse size recommendations, wire lug sizes,
and all kind of other stuff to help save you time and frustration. We already know that all
positive wires need to be protected with a fuse. A 12v Distribution Block makes a nice,
organized spot to make all of your accessory runs originate from:. The 12v Distribution Block
connects into your busbar and the one I like has enough spaces for 12 circuits and can power a
max of amps at a time combined between all the branch, or accessory circuits. Power, Positive,
and Hot these all mean the same thing and can be used interchangeably wires in 12v setups are
typically red. Since you are likely starting this from scratch, I recommend keeping it consistent
and going with red for the positive wires. Keep it easy and consistant here and go with black for
your negative wires unless you have a really good specific reason to choose otherwise. If you
decide to wire multiple 12v outlets in the same circuit, please stay aware of how many total
amps you anticipate using in their ENTIRE cicuit and size your fuse and wire size appropriately.
I prefer running 1 x 12v outlet per fused circuit from the distribution block. Most 12v
Accessories can be wired using the exact same methods as described above. Fans ,
refrigerators , 4g booster , etc.. Check that out here:. Remember, this is just one part of a full
camper van electrical educational series. Sign up to our newsletter! I want to have a lot of
outlets throughout my van. The breaker box has room for only twelve circuits. Are you
suggesting you prefer hanging wiring an outlet to each circuit that supplies another load? For
instance, put an outlet on your fridge circuit, one on your fan circuit, one on your water pump
circuit, etc. That comment might be a bit outdated as I've had time to experiment a bit with the
best way to teach this stuff. Basically, you can use multiple outlets The shunt is between the
battery bank and the Negative Busbar and is labled as "SmartShunt" on the diagram. I am using
mostly the 12ga duplex wire for my 12v accessories like you recommend. Is it ok to connect the
12ga wire with smaller wires e. If so, what's the best way to do so? To make those connections,
you would use Lever Nuts. Hey Nate, I had a quick question. Then lights with switches will
connect to distribution block, and maybe a fan or other things down the road too. My question
is, do I need a bus bar as well? Why or why not? Thanks for your time! I promise I looked all
over your site before asking. Appreciate all the effort you put into making this resource! Nate
Yarbrough, appreciate the response. Happy New Years and thank you again for the guides! Hi,
this is super helpful, thank you! I have seen other diagrams where
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the negative wires coming from the devices goes to the negative bus bar, and here you lead
them back to the fuse block Happy to help! The way I show in this blog post is the way I
recommend. Perhaps I'm not fully understanding your question. Feel free to clarify. Click Here.
Click here to cancel reply. Robert Huffman Saturday 30th of January Hi Nate. I'm currently
designing my 12 volt circuits, but I have a question about this comment: "I prefer running 1 x
12v outlet per fused circuit from the distribution block. Or, are you suggesting having one
circuit dedicated to each 12 volt outlet? Thanks for you help. Like many other people, I would be
lost without it. Nate Yarbrough Monday 1st of February Nate Yarbrough Monday 25th of January
Chris Monday 18th of January Nate Yarbrough Tuesday 19th of January Martin Wednesday 30th
of December Martin Friday 1st of January Nate Yarbrough Thursday 31st of December Sam
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